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The relations between name and reality had become the centre of logic ideology 
in ancient China. From the Spring and Autumn Period, Chinese thinkers had started to 
study the relations between name and reality, or the relations between concept and 
objective things. They paid high attention to the theory of “Correct name”. Its 
inevitable tendency was that special emphasis had been laid on studying “Lei” in the 
process of forming concept, judgment and reasoning. Thinkers’ vigour had been 
focused on the study of “Lei”, which is a prominent trait in the history of logic in 
ancient China. 
“Lei” is some kind of method of thinking in traditional China. It based on the 
concept of “Lei”, encouraged people to “Zhi lei” and “Cha lei”. Then it advocated 
people to “Tui lei”, so that it could broaden or widen our horizons. The contents of 
“Lei” were abundant. It included reasoning from analogy, which occupied the leading 
position of the thought and method of “Lei”, simultaneously included induction, 
deduction, metaphor, association etc. This article maintains that the thought and 
method of “Zhi lei” and “Cha lei” which thinkers in ancient China advocated still 
have modern values until now. The scientific classification which is required in 
scientific research field just inherits and develops the thought and method of “Zhi lei” 
and “Cha lei”. The thought and method of “QuXiangBiLei” in traditional “Tui lei” has 
some common with modern method of “Black Box”. Modern technique of bionics and 
technique of simulating artificial intelligence are the new uses of the method of 
reasoning from analogy .All this embody the far-reaching influence and practical 
significance of the thought and method of “Lei”. New thought in this article is that the 
writer attempts to comprehend the thought and method of “Lei” from the angle of 
similarity theory. Considering similarity as trunk of a tree, and considering datum 
about history of science thought and technique inventions as branches and leaves, the 
writer tries best to elaborate the significance of theory of similarity in the field of 
science and technique. Then come to a conclusion: in the field of science and 
technique, if we could hold tight the similarity of things themselves, and go all out to 
probe, it usually will produce the effect of science discoveries which may flock 
together, and produce the effect of inventions of which technique may fluctuate and 
eradiate.  
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第一章  知类、察类 
 





                                                 ——《易•乾文言》 
    君子以类族辨物。 
                                                 ——《易•同人卦》 
    方以类聚，物以群分。 
                                                 ——《易•系辞上》 
    抱薪加火，烁者必先燃；平地注水，湿者必先濡。故曰：动之以其类，安有
不应者。 
 ——《邓析子•无厚》 
   故凡同类者，举相似也。 
  ——《孟子•告子上》 
    物类之起，必有所始。……施薪若一，火就燥也：平地若一，水就湿也。草
木畴生，禽兽群焉，物各从其类也。  
                                                 ——《荀子•劝学》 
    天斟万物，圣人览焉，以观其类。解在乎天地之所以形，雷电之所以生，阴
阳材物之精，人民禽兽之所安平。 
 ——《吕氏春秋•有始》 

































第一节  墨家的“知类”、“察类” 
 
夫辞以类行者，立辞而不明于其类，则必困矣。 
                                   ——《墨子·大取》 
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